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UNDERSTANDING REPORTS 
Whether you’re a rookie or full-!edged website and performance monitoring expert, Pingdom’s 

guides o"er help and information for everyone.  

INTRODUCTION 

You’ve created an Uptime check, you’re monitoring your page’s load performance and have set up 

real user monitoring. Since then, Pingdom has begun collecting data for you. Now it’s time to dive 

in and see this data in the beautiful reports generated in your dashboard.  

Pingdom has really useful reports, and this guide will show you how to keep tabs on your website’s 

uptime and response time, as well as understanding the various logs created whenever an issue 

detected. You can use these reports to help you improve your website’s uptime and performance. 

These reports are available on all Pingdom plans. If you don’t have a Pingdom account already, 

you can get one here for free!  

Should you have questions that aren’t answered here, there is a handy FAQ page that you might 

want to look at, from where you also can contact our support. Now, let’s get started. 

https://www.pingdom.com/free
https://help.pingdom.com/hc/en-us/categories/200564221-FAQ
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WHAT IS UPTIME? 

This is a fair question, uptime is the amount of time that a website or server has stayed up and 

running. Uptime is commonly listed as a percentage when discussed across the Internet, like 

“99.9% uptime.” But here’s a little known fact though: Even when your hosting provider says it has 

provided 100% uptime, that doesn’t necessarily mean that your site hasn’t had any downtime. 

Why is that? Because many hosting providers calculate their uptime in ways that aren’t intuitive 

from a customer perspective, ways that sometimes exclude certain downtime. 

When hosting providers calculate their uptime (normally on a monthly basis), they follow a set of 

rules that are usually lined out in their terms of service, i.e. in the #ne print. Here are two common 

rules that some hosting providers use:  

- Maintenance downtime – If a hosting company interrupts the 

service for two hours to perform planned maintenance, this will often not be counted into 

the uptime percentage. In other words, when it’s time to calculate the uptime percentage 

for that month, any planned service interruptions simply aren’t counted.  

- Only counting network downtime – Common among dedicated hosting providers. 

Individual server failures that may or may not a"ect your site aren’t counted. To be fair, for 

dedicated hosting providers it would be di$cult to guarantee anything else when the 

customer has control over the server. 

CALCULATE DOWNTIME 

At #rst glance, an uptime upwards of 99.7% will seem like a perfectly satisfactory number and not 

worth arguing over. What if we told you that 99.7% uptime equals 1 day, 2 hours, 17 minutes of 

downtime per year? We bet there is a lot of lost sales, and a lost in trust from customers in 1 day,  

2 hours and 17 minutes. 
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Calculating downtime percentages is easy if you’re a tab hand at mental #gures. For everyone 

else, this resource can make real-world sense of the #gures presented by your hosting provider. 

WHAT IS RESPONSE TIME? 

Response time means the time between when the client initiates a connection request and 

#nishes receiving the last byte of response. 

The response time of the HTTP check is determined by the response and load time (including the 

execution of backend code) of a single GET request to your website. This includes the HTML code 

and header on your website (no images, !ash, JavaScript etc). 

UPTIME REPORT 

To access your uptime reports you simply click on Reports in the left-hand menu, and then 

choose Uptime. Here you will get an overview of the uptime, how long your downtime lasted and 

the number of downtimes – all within the time range you select.  
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Fig 1.
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1d 12h 0m monthly downtime
18d 6h 0m yearly downtime

https://uptime.is/


You can choose from preset date ranges, such as the past month or 7 days but you can also 

select custom date ranges by clicking on Custom Dates in the dropdown menu, or the calendar 

icon. 

You can even #lter your uptime report by the probe that performed the test, by selecting one of 

our probes from the Probe Filter drop down menu. 
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This report will also show you a graphic representation of your check’s response times in the 

given date range, and highlight and downtime experienced. 
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You can also view lists of any changes in your uptime, and #lter between periods of uptime or 

downtime by clicking on the Filter drop down menu. 

This view will show you how long each period of up or downtime was that your site experienced 

within your speci#ed date ranges. 

DOWNLOAD A PDF REPORT!

Need to show the uptime status of your check to your boss or a colleague? You don’t 

need to hand over the keys to your Pingdom to do so. You can download a PDF version 

of the report you just created to send via email or print. Simply click on the Download 

PDF button and Pingdom will generate a report for you in seconds.
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RESPONSE TIME LOG 

The Response time log tab shows you the time each test took to perform a complete GET 

request to your website. 

Here, you’ll be able to see the average response time for each test performed in milliseconds and 

the date and time of each test performed. This tab is particularly useful for identifying periods 

where you site was technically available but perhaps took an unusually long time to perform the 

GET request. 

In this tab, you can also #lter between various dates ranges, minimum and maximum response 

times in case you’d like to isolate particular occurrences.  
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TEST RESULT LOG 

The third tab—Test result log— shows the results for all the individual tests we perform on your 

site, including the location of the test probe from which the test was performed.  

This is a great #rst step to #nd out why an outage happened. Usually, the test result log will tell you 

all you need to know. If you for some reason want to dive deeper into an outage, you can have a 

look at the Root Cause Analysis that was performed when we detected the outage.  

If you want to play around with your data, or churn it through a visualisation tool of your own 

choosing, just click Download CSV to download the raw data. 
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PAGE SPEED REPORT 

The second report we’ll talk about in this guide is your Page Speed reports, which are accessible 

by clicking on Reports in the left-hand menu, and subsequently Page Speed. Pretty simple so far! 

Once you’ve done this, you’ll be presented with a report of your page’s performance from the last 

7 days. 

 
NUMBERS AT A GLANCE 

The #rst section shows a summary of your page performance, included an aggregate 

Performance Grade based on the grading system developed by Yslow. This is useful for giving a 

good idea of how your page performs at a glance, but you’ll be able to dig down further into the 

details of your Page Speed report. 

Alongside the Performance Grade, you’ll be able to see the mean load time, page size and number 

of requests your page made every time the Page Speed test was performed.  
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A really nice feature of these summaries is that you can see any changes to your page average 

from the previous 7 days.   

As you can see in the image above, the load time and page size have increased by 83ms and 50B 

respectively from the previous 7 day period. The number of requests however, has not changed.  

Further into your Page Speed report, you’ll be able to see the time it took each test to fully load 

the page, including external resources such as images and text. This graph is especially useful to 

identifying any spikes in the page load time chronologically. 
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If you prefer to look at the data of individual tests, we’ve got that covered too! Under the Latest 

Tests header, you can see the summary of each test we’ve performed, including the time it took to 

load the page in its entirety, the size of the page, number of requests and the Performance Grade 

appended to it. 

PAGE PERFORMANCE BY CONTENT TYPE 

You’ll notice as you go through your Page Speed report that we show you a lot of beautiful graphs. 

Of course, beauty isn’t what makes them useful: we present you with an incredible amount of data 

about your web page’s load performance here, sorted in a number of ways.  
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The #rst waterfall graph shows you the size of the content on your page, grouped by its type, such 

as images, fonts, scripts and redirects. In the example above, images dominate over half of the 

page’s size, with scripts and fonts taking up most of the remainder.  

This view is useful when you want to see what type of content is most prevalent on your site. 

Often, things like images or scripts can be quite large and thus take a while to load so if you were 

looking to reduce the size of your page, you could take a look at reducing the number of this type 

of content. 
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Similarly, you can see the amount of your requests for each type of content your page makes 

when loading. The more requests your page has to make, the slower it will take to load! 

PAGE PERFORMANCE BY DOMAIN 

You can also see how your page’s load performance looks by domain. In short, you can see how 

much of your page content is hosted on your own domain versus that of third parties.  
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This is report can help you identify whether content hosted by third-parties is too large, or 

whether the third party hosting providers are providing a slow service. In addition to this, you can 

also check the number of requests made by your page to either your own domain or to third party 

domains in order to retrieve the content. Again, too many requests can negatively a"ect the 

performance of your page.  

 
WE NEED TO GO DEEPER 

Sometimes you just need to get even more granular with your page performance data. Luckily, 

with Pingdom you can go even deeper.  

If we take it back to Latest tests segment, at the top of your Page Speed report, you can click on 

a speci#c test report to see the results in even greater detail. 
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So, your page’s performance has been tested and given a Performance Grade. If you’re wondering 

how the grades are awarded, you can see how your page performed in each of the categories we 

look at, and the score it attained for each, giving you actionable insights for making your page 

faster. 

In the report overview, you can see how many requests were made by your page upon loading. 

However, we can also show you what the responses to those requests were. In this view, you can 

see every response from an ‘200: OK’ to a ‘505: HTTP version not supported’. This can help you 

identify whether a particular piece of content is loading correctly on your page. Redirects can 

negatively a"ect your page performance, so this helps you identify how many your page has to 

make during load. 
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LOAD TIMELINE 

The Load timeline allows you to see the order in which every single element on your page loaded, 

and the time it took to load each. How’s that for granularity! 

What’s more, in each request, you can see how long it took to connect, send and receive the 

necessary data along with the size of each request. With this tool, you can pinpoint troublesome 

elements individually, allowing you to investigate any issues that are a"ecting your page’s load 

performance. 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By clicking on an individual request in the Load timeline, you can drop down to see information on 

the response and request headers.  

In case you want to see the request and response times for the elements of your page in order of 

size or #le type, we’ve got that covered too. Simply click on the dropdown menu to select from a 

range of ways to present your data. Alternatively, you can #lter the timeline for a particular request 

by using the Filter #eld.  

 
MOBILE REPORTS 

Did you know that Pingdom’s mobile app allows you to access your full reports, even when you’re 

on the go. It’s available for download for both iOS and Android via iTunes and Google Play. 

 
AND THERE IS MORE... 

With this guide, you should be able to make the most of your Uptime and Page Speed reports. 

We’ve covered the basics but if you’re interested in getting to know our monitoring tools in greater 

depth, take a look at our other guides available on pingdom.com/resources. 
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